
Accelerating Oracle EBS
Automations with 
AuraPlayer

AuraPlayer’s RPA tool automates complex 
Oracle back-office applications with a no-
code       intuitive wizard, saving valuable 
time and money.

AuraPlayer is a patented automation solution built specifically to handle the complexities of Oracle systems 
and provide stable, robust and accurate workflows without development. It's never been easier to seamlessly 
automate the business processes trapped within your Oracle applications and bring your Oracle system into 
the next generation.

AuraPlayer can be used as a stand-alone RPA tool or can be easily integrated into any RPA 
framework, including UiPath, Blue Prism or Automation Anywhere, to allow you to generate 
stable Oracle automations within your larger RPA strategy.

AuraPlayer's BotBuilder is a user-friendly recording toolbar used 
to capture processes from any Oracle workflow. No need to 
define workflows one field at a time -- simply work naturally in 
EBS while the recorder auto-generates the bot for any platform. 

AuraPlayer’s InstaBots are pre-defined automations based on 
common EBS use cases, developed using RPA best practices. 
Automation is deployed quickly for standard workflows, while still 
allowing for any customizations.

Oracle Bot-Builder

Oracle InstaBots

HIGHLIGHTS:HIGHLIGHTS:
• • Easy and fast process capture using a no-code wizardEasy and fast process capture using a no-code wizard
• • Supports all Oracle EBS customizations, personalizations, dynamic Supports all Oracle EBS customizations, personalizations, dynamic 

pop-ups, and error messagespop-ups, and error messages

HIGHLIGHTS:HIGHLIGHTS:
• • Use cases such as General Ledger jounal entry, Sales Order batch Use cases such as General Ledger jounal entry, Sales Order batch 

creating, and item entry can be up and running in hourscreating, and item entry can be up and running in hours
• • Pre-built AuraPlayer InstaBot based on best practices defined by Oracle Pre-built AuraPlayer InstaBot based on best practices defined by Oracle 

EBS expertsEBS experts

AuraPlayer has allowed us to automate Oracle applications with accuracy and 
speed.  It tremendously helps us in our automation agenda."

Sudhakar Pochiraju
Manager of Application Development  EBS, Worthington Industries
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AuraPlayer is a unique, patented solution that modernizes existing Oracle applications without breaking 

the bank or risking production environments. The tool, simple enough for business users, transforms 

existing back-office systems into services / REST APIs, making the mobile/web world immediately available 

without migration or redevelopment. 

About AuraPlayer
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AuraPlayer’s specialized Oracle RPA tool uses process capture, rather than image capture. 
This allows for smooth and stable playback, without complications and failures - 

no matter what solution you choose

Advantages of AuraPlayer RPA 

Rapid Development 
Capture Oracle processes quickly 
and easily with a non-code recording 
toolbar

Concurrent Flows

Uses headless bots, allowing for 
concurrent flows on a single machine

Imumne to UI Changes
Flows are unaffected by UI changes 
from version upgrades and patches

Automatic Support for 
Pop-ups

Built-in handling for pop-up 
messages automatically, preventing 
automations from failing

Error Messages in Real Time
Receive error messages in real-time 
for easy debugging and immediate 
error resolution

Oracle Aware

Supports custom Oracle EBS workflows 
and automates any personalization 
or Form component out-of-the-box, 
without custom programming




